
The Growing Opportunity 
in Private Placements

Private placements have become an established source of 

funding for borrowers. Given the potential for incremental 

returns, diversification, and downside protection, investors 

are increasingly turning to this asset class too. 
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Given the relatively higher yields on offer, institutional investors are increasingly 

considering investments in illiquid private markets—including private placements. For 

insurance companies and pension funds, in particular, these markets can offer a number of 

potential advantages, ranging from an illiquidity premium over public markets to enhanced 

diversification, risk protection, and positive asset-liability matching attributes. 

What are Private Placements?

Private placements are essentially notes and loans sold only to qualified institutional 

buyers (QIBS). Historically an investment grade (IG) market, private placements tend 

to have intermediate to long-term maturities, and are mostly fixed rate (Figure 1). For 

issuers, financing via the private market has potential advantages. These range from 

confidentiality considerations to the flexibility of issuing debt across a wide range of sizes, 

maturities, and currencies. 

The market also spans a range of geographies, credits and sectors—from universities, 

sports-related transactions and financials to more esoteric products such as structured 

finance, credit-tenant lease transactions and aviation deals. 

“The opportunity to earn a premium in exchange 
for giving up public liquidity can be particularly 

attractive to investors with long-term liabilities that 
do not need all of their portfolio in liquid assets.”

Figure 1:  Key Characteristics of Private Placements

Source:  Barings. As of February 29, 2024.

Private Placements Public Investment Grade Debt

Credit Quality BBB- and above BBB- and above

Tenor Flexible, 2–50-year 2-year to perpetual

Income Primarily fixed Fixed or floating

Structure
Flexible structuring with delayed 

draw and bespoke maturities
Bullet maturities or 

scheduled amortization

Prepayment
Make-whole provisions 

for prepayment
Make whole provisions 

or call structures

Security
Primarily senior unsecured  

or senior secured
Senior unsecured through  

junior subordinated

Key Features
Engaged working relationship with 

borrowers, strong covenants, historically 
low net losses, stable cash flows

Engaged relationship with 
borrowers, flexibility of tenor 

and unsecured
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Key Benefits for Investors 

As the market has evolved, institutional interest in private placements has grown. 

Insurance companies have traditionally been the most active investors in the market, 

attracted to the liability matching characteristics, such as longer tenors and prepayment 

protection. Investors seeking to enhance yield and portfolio return, such as pension 

funds, have turned their attention to the asset class more recently. At the same time, the 

investor base for private placements has become more global, with demand from both 

Europe and Asia growing as investors continue their respective searches for attractive 

yields and greater diversification.

PREMIUM TO PUBLIC MARKETS

Private placements are less liquid than public bonds and have historically offered 

enhanced yields vs. IG credit to compensate for that illiquidity, as well as for the 

complexity inherent in underwriting the credits (Figure 2). The opportunity to earn 

a premium in exchange for giving up public liquidity can be particularly attractive to 

investors with long-term liabilities that do not need all of their portfolio in liquid assets. 

Over the past five years, Barings’ private placement strategies have offered a weighted 

average spread premium of 100 basis points (bps) over the Barclays IG Corporate Index.
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Figure 2:  Private Placements Debt Spreads vs. A/BBB Public Corporate Bonds

Sources:  Barings market observations. As of February 29, 2024.
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DIVERSIFICATION BENEFITS & UNIQUE EXPOSURES

Private placements is a global asset class, and it can be an effective diversifier in 

a portfolio that already includes more traditional, long-term fixed income assets 

such as sovereign and public corporate bonds. Whereas public debt is heavily 

concentrated in the industrial, financial and utility sectors, private placements span 

rated and unrated public and private debt, as well as a wide range of industry 

sectors and sub-sectors—all of which exhibit unique return profiles. Private 

placements, relative to public corporate bonds, can provide additional exposure to 

consumer sectors, social housing, sports, real estate and a wide range of industries.

DOWNSIDE PROTEC TIONS

Private debt investments have a potential advantage over public bonds given the 

strong negotiated covenant structures unique to each deal, which help ensure 

that investors will be properly compensated and protected for the risks they assume. 

Often, the agreements also include make-whole provisions that will compensate 

investors if borrowers decide to prepay their debt. Private placements are also 

typically senior in an issuer’s capital structure. In times of stress, the combination 

of strong covenants and capital structure seniority gives the holders of private 

investments a seat at the table, enabling them to reprice or renegotiate a deal to 

compensate for higher risk and/or receive partial or full prepayment offers.

LOW LOSSES/HIGH RECOVERIES

Given the strong downside protections, private debt assets have exhibited resilience 

over time, including through periods of market volatility and economic downturns. 

While the costs associated with managing private assets can be higher relative to 

public bonds, losses for private placements have historically been lower relative 

to public corporates of similar credit quality. More specifically, the historical 

recovery rate for senior unsecured private placements is 62.2%, versus 47.9% for 

senior unsecured public debt.1

DUR ATION/LIABILIT Y MATCHING

The long maturities of private placements can also potentially benefit institutional 

investors. Private placements have long tenors, typically five to 30 years. The long-

dated debt is supported by steady, and highly predictable, cash flows. The ability to 

establish different maturities, backstopped by prepayment protections, makes these 

private markets particularly effective for asset-liability matching relative to public 

debt. In particular, this often requires long-duration investors to use derivatives, 

which can be both expensive and volatile, to ensure their liabilities will be met.

1. Source: Society of Actuaries 2003–2015 Credit Risk loss Experience Study: Private Placement 

Bonds. As of April 2019.
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What to Look for in a Manager 

For investors interested in gaining exposure to the asset class, 

there are a number of ways to access the opportunities on offer. 

Historically, large institutional investors have accessed this market 

primarily through separately managed accounts, but more 

funds have emerged in recent years, allowing smaller investors 

to participate. That said, given that many deals in the private 

placement market are directly originated and privately negotiated, 

selecting the right manager is critical to accessing the opportunity. 

Key characteristics to look for in a manager include: 

STRONG ORIGINATION PL ATFORM

Access to deal supply is without a doubt the ‘secret sauce’ 

to outperforming in the private market. A proven origination 

strategy to underwrite deals seamlessly from the broadly 

syndicated market as well as more proprietary deal sources 

is key to achieving growth, name diversification and spread 

outperformance. While private markets have grown considerably 

in recent years, they are still relatively small in comparison to 

public markets—meaning managers that have strong, established 

partnerships with market participants are often better positioned 

to find the best pipeline of opportunities and source the highest-

quality deals for investors. 

THE ABILIT Y TO STRUC TURE & PRICE DE AL S 

PROPERLY

An experienced team knows how to structure deals with 

covenants that will provide optimal protections for investors, and 

an experienced manager will bring a better understanding of 

where the market may be currently moving in terms of pricing. 

GLOBAL PRESENCE

More opportunities are emerging around the world, and it is 

important to work with a manager who has a foothold in and 

experience across different countries and regions. That will enable 

the manager to identify the best opportunities for each client 

given their particular investment criteria at any point in time. 
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Key Takeaway

Private placements can offer access to high-quality assets that may provide incremental, 

risk-adjusted cash returns, particularly for investors able to allocate to illiquid private debt 

assets. In order to access the broadest selection of investment opportunities, investors can 

benefit from partnering with experienced managers who have longstanding relationships 

with key market participants, access to a large and diverse pipeline of opportunities, and the 

ability to appropriately structure, price and monitor the investments. This access is critical 

for investors seeking to deploy long-term capital and positions them to capitalize on both 

opportunistic and fundamental investment opportunities in the growing asset class.

Barings’ Private Placement Debt Capabilities

Professionals Dedicated 

to Private Corporate & 

Structured IG Strategies  

of IG Private 

Debt Investments

Years Experience in 

Private Debt Investing

Average Spread 

Generated Over U.S. 

Public Corporates 

39 $45+ B 30+ 100 bps

Source: Barings. As of December 31, 2023.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Any forecasts in this document are based upon Barings opinion of the market at the date of preparation and are 

subject to change without notice, dependent upon many factors. Any prediction, projection or forecast is not 

necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance. Investment involves risk. The value of any investments 

and any income generated may go down as well as up and is not guaranteed by Barings or any other person. 

PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS. Any investment results, portfolio 

compositions and or examples set forth in this document are provided for illustrative purposes only and are not 

indicative of any future investment results, future portfolio composition or investments. The composition, size of, 

and risks associated with an investment may differ substantially from any examples set forth in this document. No 

representation is made that an investment will be profitable or will not incur losses. Where appropriate, changes 

in the currency exchange rates may affect the value of investments. Prospective investors should read the offering 

documents, if applicable, for the details and specific risk factors of any Fund/Strategy discussed in this document.

Barings is the brand name for the worldwide asset management and associated businesses of Barings LLC and its 

global affiliates. Barings Securities LLC, Barings (U.K.) Limited, Barings Global Advisers Limited, Barings Australia 

Pty Ltd, Barings Japan Limited, Baring Asset Management Limited, Baring International Investment Limited, Baring 

Fund Managers Limited, Baring International Fund Managers (Ireland) Limited, Baring Asset Management (Asia) 

Limited, Baring SICE (Taiwan) Limited, Baring Asset Management Switzerland Sarl, Baring Asset Management Korea 

Limited, and Barings Singapore Pte. Ltd. each are affiliated financial service companies owned by Barings LLC (each, 

individually, an “Affiliate”). Some Affiliates may act as an introducer or distributor of the products and services of 

some others and may be paid a fee for doing so.

NO OFFER: The document is for informational purposes only and is not an offer or solicitation for the purchase 

or sale of any financial instrument or service in any jurisdiction. The material herein was prepared without any 

consideration of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of anyone who may receive it. 

This document is not, and must not be treated as, investment advice, an investment recommendation, investment 

research, or a recommendation about the suitability or appropriateness of any security, commodity, investment, or 

particular investment strategy, and must not be construed as a projection or prediction.

Unless otherwise mentioned, the views contained in this document are those of Barings. These views are made 

in good faith in relation to the facts known at the time of preparation and are subject to change without notice. 

Individual portfolio management teams may hold different views than the views expressed herein and may make 

different investment decisions for different clients. Parts of this document may be based on information received 

from sources we believe to be reliable. Although every effort is taken to ensure that the information contained in 

this document is accurate, Barings makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding the accuracy, 

completeness or adequacy of the information. 

Any service, security, investment or product outlined in this document may not be suitable for a prospective 

investor or available in their jurisdiction. 

Copyright and Trademark 

Copyright © 2024 Barings. Information in this document may be used for your own personal use, but may not be 

altered, reproduced or distributed without Barings’ consent.

The BARINGS name and logo design are trademarks of Barings and are registered in U.S. Patent and Trademark 

Office and in other countries around the world. All rights are reserved.

*As of December 31, 2023
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LEARN MORE AT BARINGS.COM

Barings is a $381+ billion* global investment manager sourcing differentiated opportunities and building  

long-term portfolios across public and private fixed income, real estate and specialist equity markets. With investment 

professionals based in North America, Europe and Asia Pacific, the firm, a subsidiary of MassMutual, aims to serve 

its clients, communities and employees, and is committed to sustainable practices and responsible investment.


